
PROMOTION IN 4P GALAXY S3

English presenting Group 8 OUTLINE: Topic: 4P's marketing mix of Samsung Galaxy Follow this success, Samsung
presented Galaxy S3 in and recently P is promotion - one of the most important factors making Samsung's success.

We have given out to 41 respondents and used 30 of them for analysis 11 were deemed as void due to
insufficient information or non completion 2. Overall we feel that Samsung has done well to come this far and
stay in the lead. The rapid growth and success of Samsung are the reasons why our group chose this brand. As
for their existing products, it is conducted together with their vendors like IT fairs and Electronic fairs. Signal
2. Samsung can utilise this and through advertising for example; television commercial, newspaper
advertisements, internet announce the new launch in a tasteful manner to attract this segment of consumers.
This promotion is used to enhance the sales by offering some perks and also to clear stock for the older model
smartphone. Sorry, but copying text is forbidden on this website! In , Samsung Electronics branches were
founded when Samsung corporation entered the electronic industry. Slim, powerful, and hugely desirable, the
S2 launched in more than countries in the summer of  Company Overview Samsung Electronics Co. Having
achieved unmatched global competitiveness in hardware, Samsung has been focusing on enhancing its
software capabilities in user interface, user experience, and design and brand awareness. This is price. It is the
mechanism through which goods are moved from the manufacturer to the consumer. All these help in
understanding the pricing strategy in the Samsung marketing mix. Busha, Charles H. Samsung promotes new
products using newspapers and digital media. We hope through in-depth research and analysis can we better
understand the success factors behind this rapidly sprang brand, particularly in the Smartphone industry. A lot
of people have become loyal to the Galaxy S brand. If the price of a product is euro and the company prices it
as 99 euro, then it is called psychological pricing. In December , with the appearance of Galaxy S2, Samsung
became the world's largest mobile maker.


